Multifunction numerical control solution for hybrid mechanic and laser machine tool
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Abstract

Hybrid and also multitasking machine tools are equipped with a multifunction NC system. The popularity of multitasking machines is growing because of the decrease of the necessity to use manufacturing equipment and the reduction of the workpiece refixturing during processing. Hybrid machines provide a more efficient and productive manner of processing with the help of simultaneous and controlled interaction processes by the mechanisms and (or) energy sources. Equipment, which combines machining of parts and laser hardening of their surfaces, is becoming increasingly popular among machine builders as well as it replaces effectively a number of finishing operations to ensure the quality of surface. But the implementation of the hybrid solution is restricted not only from the HMI part, but mostly from the architecture of the control system. The control system laser treatment has its own specifics, so it should be integrated into the overall structure of machine tool as a standalone module. A solution for mechanical cutting and laser treatment on the basis of external interpolation module is implemented in such a way that according to the target solution can be performed simultaneously or separately. On completion of machining the part program switches on a laser for laser hardening. The control system turns off the built-in interpolator and forwards the data to the external interpolation module, the switching procedure is completely transparent to the operator. The paper illustrates the concept and design aspects of the CNC system architecture.
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1. Introduction

The rapid development of numerical control systems significantly expands the technological capabilities of the industrial equipment, contributing to the efficiency and ensuring the quality of manufactured products.

So at present the trend of multitasking machines is gaining more and more popularity, allowing using the same machine tool to implement various types of machining: turning, milling and grinding [1, 2]. This kind of equipment sufficiently reduces the production cycle, in particular by simplifying routing technology, a significant reduction in set-up time during operations, thereby improving the precision of products by reducing the re-installation work pieces and implementation of the principle of constancy of the bases [3].

In addition, multitasking equipment allows optimizing industrial structure of the company without losing the technological capabilities by reducing the range of equipment and production areas [4].

Other perspective directions is hybrid machines, which provide more efficient and productive manner of processing with the help of simultaneous and controlled interaction processes by the mechanisms and (or) energy sources [5]. Laser assisted machining, as a kind of hybrid process, was developed in an effort to reduce the manufacturing costs and is associated with machining of ceramic [6]. In laser assisted machining the laser is used for changing the structure of material in the cutting area [7].

Hybrid and also multitasking machine tools are equipped with a multifunction NC system. There is no
big difference in the numerical control systems to control the mechanic and laser machining for multitasking solution with separate handling or for hybrid solution with simultaneous handling. This paper illustrates a NC system architecture, which controls a milling process on the one hand and autonomous laser scanning head on the other hand. The machine tool equipped with such CNC can be used for laser assisted milling or for separate milling and laser hardening.

At the same time new technologies ensuring the quality characteristics of products are becoming more and more popular in industrial production. So, laser hardening of metals, as a type of hard-facing surfaces of pieces that have passed machining becomes widespread. This method ensures high-end roughness of pieces [8] and provides a high surface hardness and wear resistance of parts, that is very important for such products, as turbine blades, dies and molds, engine shafts, etc. Typically used local processing (in the form of laser hardening and laser cladding) of the surfaces of the parts that must meet special requirements for wear resistance, fatigue resistance of the product, particularly under cyclic loading, etc. The need for equipment that implements the laser technology is currently high, and the range of equipment features requested by users, is constantly expanding [9]. For example, it is popular to combine on a single machine tool mechanical and laser processing, which significantly reduces the manufacturing cycle of products by reducing the number of process operation and the amount of reinstalling the workpiece. At the same time mechanical and laser processing performed by a single part program on the same machine tool in a single operation that allows to use the same workpiece refixturing and coordinate systems.

Controlling laser processing is a specific task, which has fundamental differences from the control machining [10]. So, while the laser process is performing the control of the beam deflection and the laser spot movement are required, also the control of feed for linear movements is performing. Servo drive control in this case is the same as for usual machining, but the control of the beam deflection and the laser spot movement are quite different tasks for control system. In this regard, laser surface hardening of parts is carried out as a separate control task. However, modern computer systems allow you to carry out this process in a single manufacturing operation, but it takes a special approach to build control systems for hybrid or multitasking machine tool that implements the mechanical and laser processing.

### 2. Organisation of multifunction control system

Multifunction CNC system for mechanical and laser equipment is built on an open modular architecture that includes several application parts, called management tasks [11]. One of them is geometric task, it responds for the generation of the geometric movement. In our case the geometric task controls the machining and the laser systems. Usually, for the machining processing the geometric task is realized in the NC-kernel, but for laser the solution is divided in two parts: first one in the kernel and second one in the terminal (Fig. 1). A reason for such a decision was the restriction of integration coming from the side of laser scanning head. Manufacturers of deflectors equipped them with PCI or PCIe board and software drivers (as a rule for MS Windows) not in the source code. The integration of deflector control in the CNC system required a new architecture with a mechanism we called external interpolator.

![Fig. 1. Organization of multifunction control system for mechanical and laser equipment](image)

The geometric task is implemented by three main modules: the interpreter of part programs, the interpolator, the control module of servo drives. Despite the fact that the interpolator has a modular architecture, its configuration or extension for specific tasks is rather difficult, because it is available only for the manufacturer of control systems. In rare cases, this right may be granted to machine builders, but not completely [12, 13]. In this article a special approach of building a CNC system with an opportunity to add motion control methods for laser processing without modifying the system architecture is proposed [14].

The work area of laser scanning head is restricted to 300 x 300 mm. To cover completely the work piece it is necessary to have a servo drive movement (as a
minimum for area positioning the laser scanning head) and movement inside laser scanning head (rotation of mirrors). Performing laser machining requires two types of CNC movements. The first type of movements is implemented by servo drives and controlled directly from the CNC interpolator. Movements of the second type are movements of the laser beam directly in the treatment area, and they are implemented with the system of deflection of the laser beam. The proposed approach involves organizing the control of deflector from a special device - an external module control that has the same interface as the CNC kernel interpolator, but delegates the direct traffic control to an external device (for example, to the controller of deflector) [15]. It is a software-hardware device, which performs the laser processing part of the flow program. According to the target linear movements and laser scanner head movements can be performed separately or simultaneously. In the second case the synchronisation is done on the level of microinstructions. The microinstructions are generated by the external interpolator, which has to define the execution time of each trajectory segment (see below microinstructions of motion control).

A version of the multifunctional control systems for mechanical and laser equipment is shown in Figure 2.

- the operator panel (it also contains an external control module, PCI-board control for the laser and the deflector).
- an industrial computer working in real time. This computer controls the servo drives and PLC.

3. Structure of CNC system with external interpolator

Interaction of the main CNC modules is illustrated in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 2. Structure of the data processing pipeline](image)

The structure of the control system for mechanical and laser equipment includes:

![Fig. 3. Block diagram of the control system module with an external control](image)

The CNC system with an external control module includes the following key modules and devices.

The preprocessor is used for the pretreatment of part programs written in high level language. The main task of the preprocessor is translation of the high-language part program to G-code. The result of his work is the text in the G-code, with reference to the original part program file and the position of the file. Then this
binding allows to display on the HMI the executable NC block.

The interpreter translates the text of the part program in command of the interpolator. Examples of typical commands of interpolator are the command of linear motion, when the maximum feedrate and the end point are specified; the command of tool change; commands for cycle logic, etc. Among others, there are commands of switching on external control mode and vice versa.

The interpolator (internal or external) converts the commands into the microinstruction of three basic types:

• The information microinstructions serve to inform the machine operator about the current state of processing, they do not run the interpolator or the PLC. Example information microinstructions: microinstruction changes the current file position of the executing part program, microinstruction changes the current GMT-vector (it means list of active preparation and miscellaneous commands also the selected cutting tool and its working edge), microinstruction change the stack of executing subprograms, etc. The information microinstructions do not require real-time processing, it is possible to have a delay of their processing.

• Microinstructions of logic control activate the PLC, run in real time and may require the interpolator to wait till the end of their execution implementation. Examples of microinstructions of logic control: microinstruction turn-on spindle up to a predetermined speed value, microinstruction engaging cooling systems, microinstruction tool change and other microinstructions corresponding to the M-code for executing the machine functions.

• Microinstructions of motion control define the exact trajectory of servo drives that are involved in the interpolation. The microinstructions of motion control include the estimated execution time of each segment of the trajectory and can be buffered.

Mainly microinstruction processing module buffers the incoming microinstructions and sorts them by appointment. Buffering avoids the need for generation and transferring of microinstructions in real time.

The notify operator module accumulates information and periodically sends to the operator terminal appropriate notifications (about changing the current file of the part program, about change the end position for the executable NC block, etc.).

Module of motion computation performs the final calculation of the command of the servo drives parameters defined in real time.

The PLC communication module provides the interface to one or more PLC. The PLC is implemented as an integrated or stand-alone operating device, which is hardcoded to a certain set of commands and data requests.

The external control module fulfills the commands of laser processing independently, when control is passed to it. If necessary, the external control module can control servo drives and PLC. In operation, the external control module provides the module of processing microinstructions with current information to display on the screen. In particular the current coordinates, the number of current executable block and other parameters are transmitted.

Commands created by the interpreter in the processing of the part program are available for the interpolator, as well as for the external control module. Thus, the possibility of direct servo drive control and deflector management from one part program is implemented.

According to the target the implemented solution could be used either for multitasking or for hybrid process. Execution of the part program is as follows:

• if the command to switch to external mode control appeared in the part programme, the built-in interpolator is switched into the wait state, and external control module receives a command for executing;

• the external control module sequentially processes commands of interpolation and the controller interface functions are invoked according to the command.

• during command execution the module of external control receives the current parameters values from the object and passes them to the laser controller as microinstructions, also the current position and the other information are updated in the terminal part;

• the external interpolator is switched to the wait state when the command "switch off the mode of external control" appears in the list.

Such an organization makes the CNC system architecture universal and allows combining mechanical and laser processing on the same equipment. It is possible to control various devices in a common part program and use CNC system for different laser technological processes, such as laser hardening of surfaces or laser cladding, without fundamental changes in the system architecture [16].

4. Conclusion

The CNC for hybrid technology greatly simplifies the manufacturing process and reduces the total manufacturing time for parts that need to use special finishing operations to provide high quality of their surfaces. The proposed methodology of building the control systems for hybrid equipment is based on a common multifunctional software solution. As a result, it reduces time and cost of developing control systems for complex machine tools and reduces the time to bring
product to market [17]. The open CNC systems architecture combined with modern software development tools allows organizing control of various executive devices within a common part program, using the ability to connect external control modules.
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